
Draw a "bed"” like the one to the right making

it about 12 ft long.

Stand at the end of the "bed" and take a stone

or shell and toss it to 1.

Starting with your right foot, hop into 1 and

bed down to pick up the shell without letting

your other foot touch the ground.

Hop backwards to the start, then throw the

shell into 2.

Repeat through all the numbers, alternating

right and left feet as you go. If your shell

bounces out of the “bed” or your opposite foot

hits the ground, it becomes the next player’s

turn.

The first player to reach the end of the “bed”

wins the game.
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Hopscotch

FIELD DAY GAMES

Trundling 
Hoops

Take a hoop and stand it

upright beside you.

 With a stick, give the hoop a

push to set it rolling, and then

run along behind it striking it

with the stick.

 Once you get the hang of it, try

racing against another player.

1.

2.

3.



Marbles
Draw a large circle in the dirt, and a

smaller circle inside of it.

 Place your small marbles (called a nib

or an alley) inside the small circle.

Crouch outside the large circle and take

a large marble (called a shooter or taw).

Shoot the large marble into the circle.

The goal is to knock the smaller marbles

out of the large circle.

You get to keep every marble that you

knock out of the circle. The player with

the most marbles is the winner.
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Graces
Each player is armed with a hoop and

two light sticks. 

Standing a distance apart, each player

throws his or her hoop to the other

and catches the hoop thrown to him

or her. 

To throw, place the hoop over both

sticks and form a large pair of open

scissors. Push upwards with both

arms while pulling the sticks apart. A

simpler game may be played by only

using one hoop.

1.

2.

3.

Jump Rope Songs
Miss Mary Mack Mack Mack

All dressed in black, black, black

With silver buttons, buttons, buttons

All down her back, back, back

She asked her mother, mother, mother

For fifty cents, cents, cents

To see the elephant, elephant, elephant

Jump the fence, fence, fence.

They jumped so high, high, high

They touched the sky, sky, sky

And didn’t come back, back, back

Till the fourth of July, July, July

Strawberry shortcake, Huckleberry pie

–who’s gonna be your lucky guy?

a, b, c, d, e, f, g etc… Until the jumper misses.

Ice cream soda, cherry on the top

who ’s your boyfriend/girlfriend I forgot?

A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H (and so on until the person

stops jumping) You take the letter he/she lands

on and think of a name of someone you know

that begins with the letter.


